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Editorial

Presidential

Dear Reader,

It is already February, so this means that it’s time for the fi rst Natural 
Resource of 2015! Even though it is a little bit late, but I would like 
to wish you all a Happy New Year on behalf of the whole committee. 
I hope you all enjoyed your Christmas holidays and the early spring 
break.

After reading a lot of study books during the exam period, it may be 
nice to relax with this Natural Resource. 
This Natural Resource contains two theses. The fi rst one is a bachelor 
thesis where Martijn Bijmolt writes about a new method for optimiz-
ing a dredge mine and the second one is a master thesis about backfi ll 
in highwall mining, written by Stephanie Lier. 
Furthermore in the second issue there is a PhD article about the simu-
lation of foam enhanced oil recovery written by Jakolien van der Meer. 
For this Natural Resource we visited mining house ‘De Kolenkit’, to get 
an idea of their traditions and life together. This issue also contains 
articles about several trips and competitions, like the Imperial Barrel 
award and the SME trip to Sweden and to picture the MV-activities 

we have a nice photo collage, including photos from the second MV 
winter sport!
If you would like to see Rick Donselaar in a non-sedimentary environ-
ment, I would recommend to read our old-new column: Miners in the 
Movie. 
Unfortunately, we did not get an answer to the Weber puzzle in the 
previous issue, but you are given another chance. This time the We-
ber puzzle is about sedimentology, and with all the knowledge of the 
second year’s course I have confi dence in receiving a right answer. So 
don’t forget to e-mail that right answer to naturalresource-mv@tudelft.
nl if you would like to win a crate of beer! You can also e-mail us if you 
have got any advice or feedback about any of the topics. 
We would like to thank all contributors for their articles and photo-
graphs.

Enjoy reading!

Glück auf! 
Yasna Witteveen 
Chief Editor 

Dear members and other readers,

At this moment we are already halfway the academic year. Even 
though this period has been less chaotic than the fi rst one, I am still 
having trouble to remember everything that has taken place since 
the last edition of the Natural Resource.
In October the TU Delft had their open days and we received a lot of  
high school students who were interested in Applied Earth Scienc-
es. It is very good to see that the interest in our discipline is growing. 
As some of you may know, in the past Applied Earth Sciences did 
not have that many students. At multiple times it was questionable 
if we were going to survive, luckily we did.
On the 7th of November we went ice-skating together with a group 
of 60 Master and PhD students in The Hague. It was quite funny to 
see some of the people on ice for the fi rst time in their life. Another 
successful activity was on November the 11th, the traditional MV 
Cup took place. During this tournament multiple teams of fi rst year 
students, Bachelor  and Master students and PhD candidates battled 
each other in soccer matches. Eventually the Bachelor team took 
the price home. Another activity was the P-in-1 celebration during 
which good students got rewarded for passing their propedeutic 
degree in one year.
My personal highlight and thus far one of the biggest events during 
this year were the Petroleum Company Days. During 3 weeks of De-
cember most evenings were fi lled with company presentations by 
major oil and gas companies from all over the world. A lot of Master 

students and PhD candidates showed up to explore their possibilities 
and fi nd out about their job options. We also organized a Parents Day 
for the fi rst year students, here they got the chance to show their par-
ents what a typical day looks like at the TU Delft.
After the Company Days it was time for the Christmas break. Even 
though the university paused, the MV activities certainly did not. A del-
egate of more than 30 mining students travelled to Risoul for a week-
long ski and snowboard trip. On the snowy Alpes these miners showed 
that they do not only feel at home deep under the ground but also 
high on the mountain tops.
January has been fairly quiet compared to the previous months regard-
ing activities. The reason for this are the many exams that are taking 
place and the necessary time-consuming preparations for these tests. 
This month has been perfect for the board to get some other work 
done and prepare the many activities such as the 2nd year excursion.
I personally know that the Natural Resource Committee has been very 
busy putting this edition together and I would like to thank them for 
their hard work! Hopefully you will enjoy reading this edition of the 
Natural Resource.

I would like to conclude with a fi rm and harmonious,

Glück Auf!

Marnix Koops
President der Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging
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http://www.mining.com/resounding-bear-
ishness-grips-iron-ore-market-60243/

January 29, 2015
Here is how metal-eating bacteria may 
make asteroid mining profi table
Start-up Deep Space Industries, one of the two 
main fi rms planning to mine asteroids, comets 
and even the moon, is studying the feasibility 
of injecting bioengineered microbes into tar-
geted celestial bodies, to get a head-start at 
processing of their resources.
The researchers involved in the project plan to 
launch a mothership spacecraft designed to 
carry a dozen small cube-shaped spaceships 
(CubeSats), which will inject the metal-hun-
gry bacteria into asteroids. As months go by, 
those genetically engineered microbes would 
break down the asteroid components and/or 
change the resources chemical state so they 
are more feasible to be mined with minimal 
environmental impact.
http://www.mining.com/here-is-why-
metal-eating-bacteria-may-make-asteroid-
mining-profi table-43509/

lons are buried in the sediment on the Gulf 
fl oor, about 62 miles southeast of the   
Mississippi Delta.
The article, published in the latest edition of 
the journal Environmental Science & Techno-
logy, details how oil caused particles in the 
Gulf to clump together and sink to the ocean 
fl oor.
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releas-
es/2015/01/150129151549.htm

 January 29, 2015
‘Resounding bearishness’ grips iron ore 
market
The iron ore price pulled back once again on 
Thursday as worsening demand fundamen-
tals further clouded the outlook for a market 
already overwhelmed by a supply glut.
The 62% Fe benchmark import price inclu-
ding freight and insurance at the port of Ti-
anjin tracked by The Steel Index fell $0.40 or 
just under 0.6% to $62.30 a tonne on Thurs-
day. 
So far in 2015 the price has fallen 14.3% fol-
lowing a year in which the commodity nearly 
halved in value. Iron ore is trading at the lo-
west levels since early May 2009. Iron ore hit 
a peak above $190 a tonne in February 2011.

January 22, 2015
Scientists search for new ways to deal 
with U. S. uranium ore processing legacy
Researchers at the Department of Energy’s 
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory are 
trying to fi nd out why uranium persists in 
groundwater at former uranium ore proces-
sing sites despite remediation of contamina-
ted surface materials two decades ago. They 
think buried organic material may be at fault, 
storing toxic uranium at levels that continue 
to pose risks to human health and the envi-
ronment, and hope their study will pave the 
way for better long-term site management 
and protection of the public and environ-
ment.
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releas-
es/2015/01/150122165922.htm

January 29,  2015
Where did the missing oil go? New study 
says some is sitting on the Gulf fl oor
After 200 million gallons of crude oil spilled 
into the Gulf of Mexico in April 2010, the go-
vernment and BP cleanup crews mysterious-
ly had trouble locating all of it.
Now, a new study led by Florida State Univer-
sity Professor of Oceanography Jeff  Chanton 
fi nds that some 6 million to 10 million gal-

News
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In order to ensure stability, pillar design is the 
most important aspect in highwall mine de-
sign. The pillars should be designed in such a 
way that the web pillars are able to support 
the entirety of the overburden. However, in 
the event of a web pillar collapse, the barrier 
pillars must be capable of containing the fail-
ure. In considering the application of backfill 
technology to highwall mining, the most 
important means of increasing recovery is 
through the reduction of pillar width, which 
becomes possible through the increased 
panel stability provided by the backfill mate-
rial. Some literature on this topic already ex-
isted. Sweigard and Wang (1996), Clark and 
Boyd (1998) and Hume and Searle (1998) all 
found positive indications that backfill tech-
nology might be successfully implemented 
in highwall mining. 

Simulations
A numerical model was created using the fi-
nite difference modeling program FLAC 3D. 
Input data for the model was obtained from 
the mine site at West Bokaro. While the vari-
ous parameters of the model are modifiable, 
the simulations done here all used a model 
containing 10 drives and 9 pillars, with a bar-
rier pillar flanking the model on each side. 
The coal seams were divided in a top and 
bottom section, to enable the modeling of 
mining and backfilling in multiple lifts. Figure 
2 shows an overview of the model.

Overview
Highwall mining is a form of mining that 
uses a self-advancing system to extract the 
coal from the seams that remain at the bot-
tom of the highwall after open pit, open cast, 
or contour strip mining has taken place. It is 
a method that has evolved since the 1940’s 
from auger mining, with the first conceptual 
self-advancing highwall mining machine 
being developed in the 1980s by the Dutch 
company RSV. While this first machine had a 
mining depth limit of 67 meters, the current 
models produced by Caterpillar are able to 
extract coal up to 300 meters into the seam 
(Kleiterp 2010). 

Highwall mining typically generates drives of 
3.5 meters in width and, depending on the 
seam thickness, anywhere from 0.8 - 3 m in 
height. Pillar design incorporates regular 
web pillars and thicker barrier pillars placed 
at intervals between the web pillars. Barrier 
pillars serve several important safety func-
tions including stabilization of the highwall 
and prevention of possible cascading pil-
lar failure. This provides economic benefits 
through prevention of lost production rev-
enues caused by roof falls or trapped min-
ing equipment (Zipf 2005). Pillar width is 
determined by various factors including in 
situ rock strength and seam height. Figure 
1 shows a schematic overview of a highwall 
mine in operation.

Highwall mining is a coal mining method that is currently applied primarily in the Appalachian coalfields of the United States. As international 
interest in this technique increases, so does the necessity to make this mining method adaptable to a wide variety of environments that 
are different from those typically found in the USA. As such, the use of backfill to increase stability and recovery has increasingly become 
a topic of interest. In order to examine the potential for increased recovery by means of backfilling, a numerical model was created to 
simulate various scenarios and assess the effect that backfilling had on each of them. These simulations were centered around a case study 
in West Bokaro, India. A brief overview of the research follows below.

By Stephanie van LierBackfill in highwall mining

The implementation of backfill technology 
can be desirable for a number of reasons:

•	 Increase	 in	stability.	 In	some	cases	
where the risk or implications of subsidence 
of the rock mass are high, backfill can be a 
viable option to increase stability.
•	 Disposal	of	waste	material.	At	many	
mine sites, both surface and underground, 
there is a significant amount of overburden 
and processing waste, which requires dis-
posal. Backfill negates the need for large tail-
ings dams at the surface, because it provides 
an opportunity for large amounts of waste 
material to be stored underground. 
•	 Increase	in	recovery.	The	increased	
stability of the surrounding rock mass gen-
erated by backfill allows pillars to be smaller 
and recovery to be higher.

Although this thesis focuses mainly on maxi-
mizing recovery, the increased stability that 
occurs as a result of backfilling can also be 
relevant for situations where there is a desire 
for improved ground control for environ-
mental or safety reasons. One of the most 
significant ground control issues in highwall 
mining is the risk of subsidence. In case of 
improper design or monitoring, failure of the 
highwall can occur, with disastrous conse-
quences. Unexpected movement of ground 
causes the potential to endanger lives, de-
molish equipment, or destroy property (Gi-
rard 2001).

▲ Figure 1: Schematic overview of a highwall mining 
operation  (Shen and Duncan Fama 2000).

▲ Figure 2: Model after trench excavation: oblique 
view (a) and front view (b). 
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quences with many passes, with a minimum 
amount of drives being open at any given 
moment. Thus, a one-by-one sequence of-
fered the highest amount of stability: exca-
vate drive 1, backfill drive 1, excavate drive 2, 
etc. However, due to the logistical limitations 
of the highwall mining machine, this is not 
a practical option. Thus, a compromise must 
be achieved where two excavated drives are 
as far apart as possible, while still ensuring 
continuous operation of the highwall miner. 

The initial backfill material simulated was 
a fly ash composite material. Simulations 
were carried out to determine the effect of 
cohesion and stiffness on the strength of the 
backfill material. Both of these parameters 
showed a significant effect on the panel 
stability: with cohesionless material, such as 
loose sand, not only do the backfilled drives 
fail much sooner, but the adjacent pillars lose 
some of their strength as well, when com-
pared to using fly ash composite material. 
By contrast, increased stiffness of the backfill 
material resulted in a significant reduction 
in failure zones in the pillars. It is evident 
that the function of the backfill material 
is not merely to occupy the space created 
through excavation, but to actively increase 
the strength of the remaining coal pillars 
through confinement. For this reason, dry 
backfill materials such as crushed aggregate 
are unlikely to be suitable for application in 
highwall mining. 

The simulations for backfilling the drive half-
way showed failure too excessive to justify 
the reduced backfilling costs. However, even 
backfilling just halfway up the drive showed 
a slight decrease in pillar failure compared to 
not backfilling at all. 

This pillar width can be up to 36% narrower 
than the pillar width calculated using con-
ventional methods, for a situation without 
backfill. However, such reductions in pillar 
size would also require a reduction in the 
factor of safety to about 0.8. Thus, the practi-
cal possibility of actually applying this tech-
nique will be dependent on the local regula-
tions with regards to pillar width. 

The pillar width simulations were carried out 
with standard input values used for the back-
fill material, and considered only a single-lift, 
full-backfill scenario. The initial mine-to-
backfill sequence used in these simulations 
was “three-by-three”: first excavate drives 1, 
4, 7, and 10, then backfill those drives; then 
exavate drives 2, 5 and 8, and so on. How-
ever, it is possible that mining and extracting 
in multiple lifts, altering the mine-to-backfill 
sequence, or the use of a different type of 
backfill material could have a positive effect 
on overall panel stability, thus enabling the 
pillar width to be decreased even further. The 
remaining simulations therefore focused on 
altering these factors. The effect of partially 
backfilling the drive was also investigated, 
as cutting back on the required amount of 
backfill material would result in a significant 
decrease in operating costs. 

For the mine-and-backfill sequences, a to-
tal of 7 additional sequences were tested, 
including, analogous to the three-by-three 
sequence, one-by-one, two-by-two, and 
four-by-four sequences. Simulations were 
also carried out to determine the effect of 
backfilling each drive directly after excavat-
ing, rather than excavating multiple drives 
before backfilling them. The simulations for 
mining sequence clearly favored mining se-

The rock properties were modeled according 
to the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. 

Five parameters, and their effects on the effi-
ciency of the mining and backfilling process, 
were chosen to be examined in these simula-
tions:
 
•	 Pillar	width
•	 Mine	and	backfill	sequencing
•	 Backfill	material
•	 Partial	backfilling
•	 Multi-lift	mining	and	backfilling

A total of 17 simulations were carried out, 
in which each of these parameters were ex-
amined. For each of these simulations, three 
types of plots were compared: plasticity state 
plots, to determine the extent of failure; dis-
placement plots, to determine the extent of 
displacement; and principal stress plots, to 
determine the stress development. At the 
end of each set of simulations, an optimal 
scenario for that particular parameter was 
determined.

To determine the optimum pillar width, 
simulations were carried out at various pil-
lar widths, with intervals of 0.5 m, both with 
and without backfill material. At a pillar 
width of 2.9 m, the difference in the plastic-
ity state plots between the simulation with 
backfill and the simulation without backfill 
was the most clearly evident, as shown in 
Figure 3, with the non-backfilled simula-
tion (A) and the backfilled simulation (B). 
This figure shows drives 1 - 9, with the pil-
lars in between. The red zones can be taken 
to indicate failure. The non-backfilled drives 
show failure all the way through the pillar. By 
contrast, the backfilled drives show areas of 
failure, but at no point has any pillar failed 
completely. In the other simulations, at wider 
and narrower pillar widths, the contrast was 
much less evident: at wider pillar widths, no 
significant failure was present either for the 
backfilled or for the non-backfilled state, 
while at narrower pillar widths, the pillar 
failed completely even when the drives were 
backfilled. For this reason, 2.9 m was chosen 
as the optimum pillar width in this scenario. 

▲ Figure 3: Simulation showing failure zones in red at pillar width 2.9 m, without backfill (A) and 
with backfill (B).
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Finally, the actual feasibility of applying back-
fill technology in highwall mining is severely 
dependent on cost. The cost of filling will be 
largely dependent on the backfill material 
chosen, which, in turn, is largely dependent 
on local geological factors and environment. 

Conclusion
The simulations have shown that backfill-
ing can be effective as a means of increasing 
recovery for highwall mining. However, the 
probability of success will depend on many 
practical factors, which should all be given 
due consideration. In the simulations done 
here, the difference between the pillar width 
at which backfilling is effective, and the pillar 
width at which backfilling is not necessary, is 
quite small. However, when compared to the 
theoretical methods currently used to cal-
culate pillar stability, a theoretical increase 
in recovery of up to 36% could be achieved. 
However, in addition to the practical con-
siderations, the realistic possibility of imple-
menting such a decrease in pillar width is 
also largely dependent on local regulations 
concerning factor of safety. If such regula-
tions cannot be altered, backfill could still be 
used as a means to improve stability, but will 
have little impact in the way of increasing re-
covery. Thus, while the simulations showed 
a clear potential for increased recovery as a 
result of the application backfill technology, 
the actual feasibility of such an endeavour 
is highly dependent on practical constraints 
which must be examined on a case-by-case 
basis.

Additional considerations
While the simulations described above ex-
amined some important factors in deter-
mining the efficiency of the implementation 
of backfill technology in highwall mining, 
several other factors must still be taken into 
account. The method of delivery is a key is-
sue. Although hydraulic delivery through a 
pipeline seems like the most obvious choice, 
there are other options. In accordance with 
the findings of Hume and Searle (1998),       
the most cost-efficient and effective method 
of delivery would probably be to somehow 
alter the highwall miner itself in such a way 
that it can place the backfill on retreat. One 
possibility would be to use the augers in re-
verse to place the backfill material. However, 
this would require a significant overhaul of 
the highwall miner and is not currently a via-
ble option. The most viable option is current-
ly still hydraulic delivery through pipelines. 
Local geography will be key to determining 
the exact method of delivery: possibilities 
include through boreholes drilled into the 
overburden, or through pipelines installed 
throughout the drives.

Thus, if logistics prevent the drive from being 
filled all the way, it is possible that the added 
stability may still be desirable, although the 
ratio of backfill height to drive height should 
not be as low as 0.5. 

Although mining in multiple lifts is not un-
common for thick coal seams in highwall 
mining, combining this with backfilling 
presents practical challenges. Mining and 
backfilling downwards is not possible in 
this case, as the backfill material inserted 
into the top section of the drive will have 
no support when the bottom section is ex-
cavated. However, mining upwards is also 
not straightforward, as the backfill material 
will have to be strong enough to support the 
highwall miner on top of it. Moreover, there 
is danger of damaging the equipment if the 
cutter module starts cutting through the 
backfill material. Although the simulations 
showed an increase in pillar stability, there 
was a simultaneous increase in failure in the 
roof area, as shown in Figure 4. Considering 
the additional expense of multi-lift mining, 
it is therefore unlikely that such a scenario is 
beneficial when a seam is thin enough to be 
mined in a single lift. 

▲ Figure 4: Plasticity state plot for multi-lift simulation, after second lift, upward.
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The facultary Studentcounsil (FSR) steps up for all interests of students within the faculty of CEG. Also your interests, but do you know 
who we are and what we actually do?

We are eight students who were elected last year, during the student council elections, to  represent all students of the faculty CEG for a whole 
year in the FSC (facultary student counsil). The FSC exists of five students of Civil Engineering and three students of Geosciences. This distribution 
is made according to the number of students per study. In this article I will introduce ourselves and give examples of issues that we are dealing 
with. Also I will explain how you can join us next year! 

Within the FSC there are eight functions: 
Name   Function    Room
Yordi Paasman  President    CE
Cecilia Braendstrup Secretary    CE
Adriaan Visser  Commissioner Finance/ICT   GS
Anne-Martine Dortland Commissioner Facilities  GS
Rufus Velhorst  Commissioner Masters  CE
Berber Renckens  Commissioner Promotion  CE
Marnix Koops  Commissioner Education GS  GS
Marie-Louise Greijmans Commissioner Education CE  CE

We deal with the upcoming renovation of the faculty CEG this year, for example. This is one of our biggest issues of this year. Maybe you have heard 
of it during our last input lunch: the faculty CEG will be closing for two whole years around 2016 for a large renovation. We make sure there will be 
enough working places and study rooms available after the renovation, and we also make sure the students will have a good temporary location 
during the renovations. 
Around April/May we will also be occupied with the elections of new members for the FSC. Students can make their interest known by us, where 
after we put them on the election list. As a candidate you hand in a photo and some text about the goals you will try to reach in your FSC year. In 
May the elections will take place. Afterwards five Civil Engineering students and three Geosciences students will take place in the FSC. 
Do you have interest in the FSC, or do you have questions, complaints or comments, or do you want to know more about the FSC? Then you can 
always contact us personally or sent an e-mail to fsr-citg@tudelft.nl! Also don’t forget to like us on Facebook. Like our page ‘FSR CiTG’ and be upda-
ted about all the issues within the faculty. 

FSR 

 ▲ Figure 1: From left to right: Anne-Martine Dortland, Rufus Velhorst, Berber Renckens, Yordi Paasman, 
Marnix Koops, Adriaan Visser, Cecilia Braendstrup and Marie-Louise Greijmans
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By  Martijn Bijmolt 

combined blocks. By doing so, it creates an 
ultimate route with the highest total value 
(Hustrulid, 2006).

When an ultimate pit is obtained, a pit se-
quence is made, which divides the ultimate 
pit into smaller, mineable pits, called push 
backs. In general, there are two types of pit 
sequences: a worst case and a best case se-
quence (Whittle, 2004). In the worst case 
sequence, one starts with removing the en-
tire top layer and continues downwards. It 
is called a worst case scenario because the 
waste to ore ratio is initially very high and 
decreases in time. In the case of a best case 
scenario, the ore is mined with the smallest 
possible amount of waste, creating shells, 
which results in a better NPV.

Various techniques exist to develop these 
pit sequences, but the most common one 
is to produce a nest of ultimate pits corres-
ponding to various mineral prices (Hustrulid, 
2006). The original ultimate pit is determined 
by the most likely mineral price and the rest 
of the pits are determined by lower mineral 
prices. These pits will then migrate towards 
this original ultimate pit. The result of using 
this technique is that the nested pits do 
not obey the restriction of the mine design 
and have to be reshaped to create push-
backs that can be mined (Whittle, 2006). For 
example, odd corners or peaks can be remo-
ved using various other software programs 
(Whittle, 2006).

Limitation for dredging applications
The before mentioned technique is specifi-
cally designed for surface mines and may not 
be readily applicable on dredge mines. To in-
vestigate this, information about the design 
of a dredge mine is used to determine the 
challenges for Whittle to optimize a dredge 
mine. These challenges are shown in figure 
2 and the critical issues are discussed below.

Approach one: conventional optimization
Approach one is to investigate the conventi-
onal optimization approach, by using readily 
available optimization software for optimi-
zing dredge mines. The software chosen is 
Whittle, a commercial mine optimization 
software, which is specifically developed for 
surface mines. The optimization is done in 
three steps: 1) creating an ultimate pit, 2) cre-
ating pit sequences and 3) design of practical 
push backs. In this case, the optimization is 
done for the Net Present Value (NPV), which 
is a summation of the discounted cash flows 
per year.

The ultimate pit is determined by using the 
3D Lerchs-Grossmann algorithm. This algo-
rithm uses a block model and arcs for des-
cribing the slope restrictions to determine 
the ultimate pit. The algorithm starts by cu-
mulative summing columns from the top. It 
will then find the neighbouring block with 
the highest grade or value for each block 
in the pit, creating links between them. The 
linked block then obtains the value of the 

Design of a dredge mine
A dredge mine consists of a natural or artifi-
cial pond (1), in which cutter or wheel-suc-
tion dredgers (2) excavate a bench (3) and, 
by means of hydraulic transportation, trans-
port the material to a processing plant (4). In 
this processing plant, the oversize material 
is separated by means of screening from the 
rest of the material (Jones, unknown). The 
screened ore is then processed to separate 
the minerals from the remaining waste by 
means of gravity separation. The remaining 
waste is a combination of very fine material 
(<63µm), called slimes, and coarser material. 
The slimes are then mixed with the screened-
off oversize and reinserted into the pond (5). 
This last part can be challenging, while slimes 
settle very slowly and recirculation may oc-
cur (Herchenhorn 2005). For this, a separate 
tailings pond might be constructed.

Royal IHC is a major producer of dredging, mining vessels and equipment and houses its own mining department for dredge mining 
equipment and consulting services. To expand its scope of consulting services, a research project was initiated to investigate the possibility 
of using optimization techniques for dredge mine operations, while standard optimization techniques developed for surface mines may 
not be applicable, given the unique design aspects of a dredge mine. 

In this article, the design of a dredge mine is discussed first. Based on these design criteria, two optimization techniques are discussed: 
1) Whittle, a standard optimization technique for surface mines and 2) a newly developed optimization technique specifically for dredge 
mining.

A new method for optimizing a dredge mine

▲Figure 1: Schematic drawing of a land based dredge mine. The 
numbers correspond to the numbers in the text.
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To summarize, the following simplifications 
are made:

1.  A dredge pond can be seen as a square 
block with set dimension for their length and 
width.
2.  Mining only commences at one of the di-
rect neighbouring blocks.
3.  Each column has a defined optimal depth.

Techniques
The techniques used to develop this ap-
proach are split into three parts, namely:
•	 Data	importing
•	 Determining	the	ultimate	depth	
•	 Evaluating	the	optimal	sequence

Data importation
The block model is built in Surpac and ex-
ported to Matlab by using Excel. The blocks 
are then sorted by x, y and z values and 
grouped per grid point. 

Ultimate depth 
The ultimate depth is defined per column by 
searching for the highest cumulative value, 
which is defined as the value of the minerals 
in the above lying blocks and current block, 
minus the costs of mining and processing 
the above lying blocks and the current block. 
This is the depth-value relation. In this way, a 
cumulative value is calculated for each block 
in a column. The ultimate depth is then se-
lected by choosing the block with the high-
est cumulative value for each column. A ma-
trix is made to store the coordinates, ultimate 
depth, cumulative value and cumulative ton-
nage for each column. The cumulative ton-
nage is defined as the volume of the block 
multiplied by the density and summed for 
the above lying blocks and current block.

the dredger works most efficiently. The chal-
lenge when designing practical pushbacks 
is that the mine should expand to only one 
direction for a certain time span instead of 
mining in circles.

Approach two: nearest neighbour algo-
rithm 

Simplification
One way of looking at the dredge ponds is 
as square blocks that migrate through the 
landscape. When looking at the system in 
this way, it is possible to simplify the chal-
lenge of optimization by reducing it to a two 
dimensional problem. The two dimensions 
represent the coordinates of the blocks that 
migrate through the landscape.
To incorporate the optimal outline of the 
mine, an optimal depth is selected for each 
grid point based on an evaluation of the 
depth-value relation for that grid point, ex-
plained later. These grid points are called 
columns, because they are in essence 
stacked blocks. The columns are then set 
to represent a value and a tonnage to be 
mined based on the stacked blocks till the 
ultimate depth, creating a two dimensional 
grid with values and tonnages per location. 
From this grid, it is possible to determine an 
optimal route through the ore body, based 
on a production, which determines how 
long it takes to mine a column. From each 
column, a direct neighbour can be selected 
to continue mining. This is another simplifi-
cation, while normal dredging operations 
have the possibility to choose all directions.  
Direct neighbours are defined as blocks 
that have their sides next to each other. 

Depth control
A dredger has a maximum depth that it can 
reach and if one wants to mine deeper with 
dredging equipment, the top layer has to be 
mined and the groundwater level lowered 
before the lower layer can be mined. It is not 
possible to have one pit with varying depths 
that exceeds the maximum depth the dredg-
er can reach. However, the nested pits do 
not take into account this maximum depth. 
A possible solution would be to remove all 
blocks below this maximum depth; however, 
this would limit the resources and is not a 
practical solution.

Another challenge regarding the maximum 
depth is that the nested pits may extend 
the size of an earlier pit, while this would 
be the optimal choice in terms of maximiz-
ing the NPV. However, this is not a practical 
sequence strategy for dredge mines because 
of two reasons: 1) dredge mines are continu-
ously backfilled and 2) dredging vessels but 
especially the processing plant are not easily 
transported back to an earlier spot. It is not 
possible to let Whittle only extend existing 
nested pits in a horizontal way.

Multiple ponds
A practical limitation that is given by the 
workings of the nested pit is the creation of 
multiple pits. This is especially true for de-
posits with disconnected high graded zones, 
while these would be mined simultaneously 
by the algorithm, albeit at different locations 
(satellite pits). This is not a practical design 
for a dredge mine, while the processing plant 
is also located in the pit. This would require 
multiple processing plants or long pipelines 
to other pits, which are all unattractive sce-
narios. Therefore, the nested pits should be 
required to limit to one pit that expands, 
which is not possible in Whittle. 

Mining direction
The nested pits grow randomly towards 
new ore zones, not taking into account any 
restriction on direction. Whittle generally 
extends the pit in radial direction, search-
ing for the best ore/waste ratios and creat-
ing the well known open-pit mine shape 
(Whittle, 2006). However, this is not a practi-
cal design for dredging activities, while these 
mines require a more rectangular path that 
can be followed, because this is the way that 

 ▲ Figure 2: Challenges of a dredge mine optimization
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•	 Premature	 reach	of	a	dead	end	or	
enclosing a group of non-mined columns re-
sults in a lower recovery.
•	 Limitation	on	the	size	of	the	blocks,	
which aff ects the geo statistical options.
•	 Lack	 of	 functionality	 to	 mine	 the	
area in layers if maximum depth exceeds the 
reach of the cutter.

Conclusion
Optimizing a dredge mine in Whittle does 
not result in a feasible design for a dredge 
mine operation due to the unique character-
istics of the dredging operation. The newly 
developed optimization algorithm based on 
the nearest neighbour algorithm could be a 
better alternative, however, more research 
should be done to overcome its limitations. 
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ever, more research is required to investigate 
the result of using a diff erent number of dis-
count years.

If the neighbouring blocks of the potential 
route are already mined, the algorithm looks 
at the second-highest value and so on. When 
a block is chosen in this way, the algorithm 
will look if that block is surrounded by mine-
able blocks. If all the neighbouring blocks of 
this chosen block are already mined, it will 
reconsider its choice: if there is another block 
available, surrounded by mineable blocks, it 
will choose this block; if this is not the case, it 
has reached a dead end and will stop search-
ing. Figure 3 depicts the work fl ow of the al-
gorithm.

Limitations
Four limitations of the algorithm are recog-
nized:
•	 The	depth	diff	erence	between	col-
umns could be too high to be stable.

Optimal sequence
The search of an optimal route through the 
mineable area can be described as a Travel-
ling Salesman Problem (TSP), a well-known 
combinatorial optimization problem. The 
goal is to fi nd the shortest tour that visits 
each city in a given list exactly once and then 
returns to the starting city. Some applications 
are mentioned by Gilbert (1992) and Matai 
(2010), but in this case the cities represent 
the ponds that have to be mined and the dis-
tance between the cities are represented by 
the value of the blocks. The adaption of the 
problem for this case lists as follows:

•	 A	constrain	is	set	for	the	migration	
of the ponds, while it can only move to one 
of the direct neighbours.
•	 A	closed	route	is	not	possible,	giv-
en the constrain on the migration and the 
fact that the fi rst pond is already mined and 
cannot be visited again.
•	 While	 blocks	 cannot	 be	 visited	
again, it is possible to reach a dead end, 
which happens when all direct neighbours 
are already mined. Therefore, the algorithm 
has to prevent the reach of a premature dead 
end. 

To solve this TSP, the nearest neighbour algo-
rithm was selected. The Nearest Neighbour 
Algorithm’s basic structure is as follows (Gil-
bert, 1992):
•	 Select	 a	 starting	 point	 and	 con-
struct a fi rst link.
•	 Consider	in	turn	all	options	not	yet	
in the tour and select the option that is clos-
est to the current point.

All starting points are considered in this case. 
For each starting point, the above sequence 
is followed. To further improve the results of 
the algorithm, it bases the decision of the 
next block on a potential route from each di-
rect neighbour through the entire ore body. 
The potential route is based on the neigh-
bouring block with the highest discounted 
value, to take into account the fact that it is 
better to follow a route with high initial val-
ues. The discount rate is applied for the year 
the column would have been mined for that 
potential route. The algorithm considers a 
maximum of six years of discount rate. If one 
were to use more than six years, the values of 
the columns would become very low. How- ▲ Figure 3: work fl ow of algorithm.
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By Wesley van MaanenMiners in the movie 

Miners in the movies is back! The funny column of the 2007-2008 & 2008-2009 Natural resources has returned after a long tme of absence, 
In this article we will display the movie : “The Godfather part 1”  and the persona of “Don Vito Corleone” As a mining story.

Don Vito Corleone

The choice for this movie came from Marlon Brando who did a great job playing the role of Don Vito Corleone. Head of one of the five biggest 
mining-mafia families in New York City. 
Vito Corleone is the head of the Corleone crime family – the most powerful Mafia family in New York City. He is depicted as an ambitious Sicilian 
immigrant who moves to the Lower East Side of Manhattan and builds a Mining-Mafia empire. Upon his death at the end of the novel, his young-
est son, Michael, succeeds him as the head of the Corleone family. Vito has two other sons, Santino and Frederico , as well as a daughter, Connie, 
all of whom play major roles in the story and they all are known mining engineers. He also informally adopts Sonny’s friend, Tom Hagen, who later 
becomes a Miner and the Family’s consigliere.
While he oversees a business founded on Drilling, blasting, and mineral processing, he is known as a generous man who lives by a strict moral 
code of loyalty to friends and, above all, family. At the same time, he is known as a traditionalist who demands respect commensurate with his 
status; even his closest friends refer to him as “Godfather” or “Don Corleone” rather than “Vito”.
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Vito prides himself on being careful and reasonable, but he is nevertheless willing to use violence when he thinks it is necessary. When his godson, 
blasting specialist Johnny Fontane, wants to get out of a contract with a big mining company, Vito offers to buy out the contract. When rebuffed, 
Vito threatens to kill the head of the mining company unless he releases Johnny for a token amount of gold. Later, when mining mogul Jack Woltz 
refuses to give Johnny a job in his mine, Vito has one of Woltz’s prize horses killed and the horse’s severed golden head placed in Woltz’s bed.
It is also noted in the book that Vito almost never loses his temper. This characteristic is mostly a conscious show of restraint to avoid the fate of 
his father, whose rashness and excitability contributed to his death(he was ran over by a bucket wheel excavator)  at the hands of the Mining-
Mafia in Sicily. When Vito learns that Sonny has been involved in a small processing error, however, he curses at him at length in Sicilian dialect.

The godfather part 1

On the day of his only daughter’s wedding, Vito Corleone hears requests in his role as the Godfather, the Don of a New York Mining family. Vito’s 
youngest son, Michael, in a Mining overall uniform, introduces his girlfriend, Kay Adams, to his family at the sprawling reception.
Shortly before Christmas 1945, Mining baron Virgil “The Turk” Sollozzo, backed by the Corleones’ rivals, the Tattaglias, asks Vito for investment in 
a recently found Bauxite quarry and protection through his political connections. Vito disapproves of reckless mining, so he sends his enforcer, 
Luca Brasi, to spy on them. The family then receives two ores wrapped in Brasi’s vest, imparting that he “is buried alive”. An assassination attempt 
by Sollozzo’s men lands Vito in the hospital(they tried to hit him with a pickaxe on the head), so his eldest son, Sonny, takes command. Sollozzo 
kidnaps Hagen to pressure Sonny to accept his deal. Michael thwarts a second assassination attempt on his father at the hospital(this time they 
tried to hide a stick of dynamite under his bed); his jaw is broken by researcher McCluskey, who is also Sollozzo’s finest mining engineer. Sonny 
retaliates for the attacks on his father by having Tattaglia’s son killed(he was thrown down a mining shaft). Michael comes up with a plan to hit 
Sollozzo and McCluskey with a shovel: on the pretext of settling the dispute, Michael accepts their offer to meet in a Bronx restaurant and, retriev-
ing a parked shovel, murders them.

Despite a clampdown from the authorities, the Five mining Families erupt in open warfare and the brothers fear for their safety. Michael takes 
refuge in Sicily, and Fredo Corleone is sheltered by associate Miner Moe Greene in Las Vegas. Sonny attacks his brother-in-law Carlo with a pickaxe 
on the street for firing his sister Connie from the company and threatens to kill him if he fires her again. When it happens again, Sonny speeds for 
her home but assassins ambush him at a highway toll booth and riddle him with some loading trucks. 
With his father at the end of his career and his surviving brother too weak, Michael takes the reins of the mining family, promising Kay that he will 
make the mining business safer within five years. 
Vito collapses and dies in his quarry while mining with Michael’s son, Anthony. At the funeral, Salvatore Tessio arranges a meeting between Mi-
chael and Don Barzini, signalling his treachery as Vito had warned. The meeting is set for the same day as the Master-graduation of Connie’s son, 
to whom Michael will stand as godfather. As the graduation proceeds, Corleone miners, acting on Michael’s orders, murder the other New York 
dons and Moe Greene. Tessio is told that Michael is aware of his betrayal and taken off to his death. After Carlo is questioned by Michael on his 
involvement in setting up Sonny’s murder and confesses he was contacted by Barzini, Peter Clemenza kills him with an iron ingot. 

Interview with Professor Donselaar

How long do you teach at the TU Delft?
I arrived here in the summer of 1987, that is already 28 years ago, but I am also a lot abroad for fieldwork and research.

What is your favorite movie genre?
I collect moslty food movies. Movies where food plays a major role or a where food plays a key element. 

What is your favorite movie?
‘The green butchers’, a rather macabre movie from Denmark. This movie is about a few buthers which get a new tenant above their store. The 
tenant suddenly dies and the butchers don’t know what to do with the body. They decide to process the body and eventually sell it in their store. 

What is your favorite actor/actrice? 
‘Donald Sutherland’. This is a versatile actor who doesn’t get casted for a typical role like Jack Nicholson who is also a great actor but always plays 
the role of the badguy. 

The professor
On this picture Don Vito Corleone is portrayed by professor Donselaar. He is know under students for teaching the course Sedimentology & 
Reservoir Geology. I would like to thank professor Donselaar for his contribution to this article and I would like to thank the GOC for making this 
picture. 
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ing room with the kitchen.
The meal was a lovely pasta Carbonara 
where many Italians would be jealous of. The 
amount of pasta was perfect for 6 hungry 
students and the wine we had during our 
meal was of good quality. When we finished 
eating, the dishes where done by the people 
that had not cooked. Meanwhile the after-
dinner-dip was endured in the livingroom. 

After our dinner we wanted some coffee and 
luckely for us the ‘Kolenkit’ has a specialist in 
house. Nobody makes better coffee than Hu-
bert. Normaly he stands up at 7 o’clock and 
makes a pot of coffee for himself (and poten-
tially other house mates) but he still drinks 
most of it (all day long). The coffee Hubert 
makes is pretty strong. 

After the coffee everybody had enough en-
ergy again to study for the upcoming exams 
and the visit came to an end. 

In this house are living Mathijs Groenewe-
gen, Hubert Breukelman, Niek Bossers and 
Rogier (HJ) Crooijmans. Three of the four are 
in their bachelor phase and are from year 
2011. We already know Rogier from the pre-
vious Natural Resource. He was then living in 
miner house ‘De Schacht’. 

The name of the house is ‘Kolenkit’ (the Eng-
lish name is Coal scuttle). A ‘Kolenkit’ was 
specially made to transport coal from the 
coal shed to the coal stove. Because of the 
shape (see figure 1) the coal scuttle won’t fall 
over easily and it has a handle which makes 
it easier to carry. In this house it is tradition to 
bring your own coal scuttle. 

The house is located at the Kloosterkade 
which is located only 5 minutes from the TU 
Delft. It’s an old terrated house and the house 
itself is the uppest two floors. What immidi-
atly stands out is the decorative children’s 
shovel machine and a poster of a previous 
lustrum. The first floor is the livingroom, the 
kitchen and the HJ room of Rogier. If you 

would go to the second floor you would find 
the rooms of Niek, Mathijs, Hubert, the bath-
room and the big laundry room. The house 
also has an attic where you don’t want to be 
found dead. The house style is characteris-
tic for a toilet like style (you constantly ask 
yourself where the toilet lady is) of a typical 
louche bar around the corner, the walls are 
covered with tiles with beautiful creations on 
it like Fokke and Sukke and Hubert’s different 
moods. 

When we arrived, we got a warm welcome 
from Mathijs and we could sit in the living 
room for a nice cold drink. The groceries 
where just done by Hubert and he was busy 
cutting the onions and bacon which was 
needed for the Michelin meal. Mathijs and 
Niek were sitting with us in the living room. 
The first stories were about the house itself 
and ofcourse about Hubert and his flirt with 
the Albert Heijn cashier, who unfortunately 
just got braces. When it was time to eat ev-
erybody took place on the big bar with a coal 
scuttle drawing on it which seperated the liv-

For this item we visited a miner house in Delft. We wanted to learn more about the different houses, their traditions, their residents and 
their hospitality. A typical miner house is a house which is inaugurated by the Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging (MV) and consists entirely
of Applied Earth Science students. The second house we visited was the gentlemans house ‘De Kolenkit’.

Miner house ‘De Kolenkit’

▲ Figure 1: Kolenkitten 
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By Max Felius and Wesley van Maanen
 

people can run for charity.  First only people 
from Leeghwater were participating in this 
run, but we want students from other studies 
to join too. This year the money goes to ‘Spie-
ren voor Spieren’. Last year a total amount of  
€4555,78 was raised. We also go skiing every 
year. This year we are going to Val Thorens 
with 60 people in the first week. 

This year the MV has it’s Halflustrum. 
Does  “Gezelschap Leeghwater” have any 
activities interesting for miners to visit?
Lydia: Our biggest open party is of course 
Mechnificent. This will take place on Febru-
ary 26th. Everybody is welcome and we have 
a great line-up this year.

For the final question, if you would 
compare a Miner with a tool, what would 
they be?
Ivo: I would say a tunnel boring machine or a 
pickaxe. Or a giant elephant trunk, because 
like we said earlier, miners can be a little bit 
clumsy.

The symbol of the ‘Mijnbouwkundige 
Vereeniging’ is the Schlägel und Eisen, 
what is the symbol of ‘Gezelschap Leegh-
water’?
Ivo: We have as symbol and mascot the El-
ephant. This originated from an old story. 
The mascot named Le Monsieur is our boss. 
He lived in the south-west of India with a lot 
of other animals. But he wanted to be with 
other animals with from the same intellec-
tual level. He went on a journey  around the 
world and ended up in Delft where he met 
professor Huet. Together they founded the 
association “Gezelschap Leeghwater”.

We miners like to drink Ketel 1. Is there a 
special drink that is specific for you guys?
Lydia: The shot that you got in the beginning 
was ‘Olifant jenever’. This is a young grain jen-
ever from the Wenneker Distillary with a nice 
soft taste.

Does “Gezelschap Leeghwater” do any 
sports?
Ivo: Yes, we have our own Leeghwater foot-
ball team who are playing in the Monday 
night competition at the TU Delft sport com-
plex and is also sponsored by pizza Dennis. 
We also founded the Campusrun. Here 250 

Let’s start with an easy question. What 
do you already know about the Mijnbou-
wkundige Vereeniging?
Lydia: I know that the MV has ‘Het Noorden’ 
where they always drink heavily. I also love 
the connection between miners and the 
clumsiness that miners always show during 
the Owee. 
The previous MV-board were huge wrecking 
balls who left a big impressions behind at the 
‘constitution borrels’. This year was smaller 
than expected. 

How do you as student association create 
connectivity between mechanical engi-
neering students?
Ivo: Mechanical Engineering is a big study. 
Every year we have 600 new students. We 
will never be able to motivate everybody, so 
eventually you will end up with a motivated 
core who are doing a lot for the student asso-
ciation. We have an activity committee who 
organize a lot of activities like drinks, guest 
lectures et cetera. We just have a lot of com-
mittees, so a lot of people can be active for 
our student association. We as board are not 
walking around here in ‘jasje-dasje’ but in our 
casual cloths. We do this to give the impres-
sion that we are easy to approach for student 
who have questions for us.

Mechanical Engineering is the oldest 
study in Delft. How did this started?
Lydia: This student association was found in 
1863 by Adriën Huet. A Mechanical Engineer-
ing professor with a preference for pumping 
stations. That’s why this student association 
is named Leeghwater which is named after 
Jan Adriaenszoon Leeghwater. 
In the beginning the study only had a maxi-
mum of 10 students per year and professor 
Huet thought that it would be good to found 
a student association, so that students could 
ask each other for help. The study Mechani-
cal Engineering was much bigger but in 1905 
the department of  electrical engineering be-
came independent. 

For this edition the Natural Resource committee went to visit ‘Het Gezelschap Leeghwater’. This is the student associations for the 
technical study Mechanical Engineering. We asked about what they already knew about the Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging and what the 
similarities are between the studies.

Visiting other student associations: ‘Het Gezelschap Leeghwater’ 

▲ From left to right Victor Olijslager, Daniël Boehmer, Lydia Schenk, Ivo Carels, 
Marcel Goldschmeding, Ilonca Leijn, Bob Elders.
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like gas (or water). The low viscosity fluid will 
slip through the higher viscosity fluid form-
ing a pattern which looks like fingers. Espe-
cially if the viscosity ratio between two fluids 
is high, this behavior will cause problems for 
oil production. The injected fluid will finger 
through the oil and create a shortcut to the 
producer well instead of a steady displace-
ment front, thereby omitting part of the oil.

A third effect leading to headaches for petro-
leum engineers, is gravity override. Due to 
a density difference between two fluids, the 
heavier fluid will move downwards, while the 
lighter fluid moves up. 
Probably you will have seen this before, when 
trying to mix an oily fluid with a fluid on wa-
ter basis. For displacement purposes this is a 
spanner in the works, leading to a significant 
reduction of the reservoir area that is swept 
by the injected fluid.

Foam enhanced oil recovery
Putting these three effects together, and you 
have found the reason why only 30% of the 
oil is recovered. In Figure 2A, the process of 
injecting a gas in an oil-filled porous medium 
is depicted. It doesn’t look very promising, 
does it? 

This means that if we inject a fluid in the rock, 
it will choose the  fastest way to the producer 
well, thereby skipping the smaller channels 
in the rock. Clearly, this will leave much oil 
behind.

Headache
On top of this channeling behavior due 
to the geology of the rock, there is an addi-
tional effect called viscous fingering. Viscous 
fingering occurs when a high-viscosity fluid 
like oil, is displaced by a low(er) viscosity fluid 

Bathtub
For a layman we could picture an oil reser-
voir as a big bathtub filled with rock, where 
oil is trapped in the pores of the rock some-
where deep down in the tub. Not really nice 
to lie down in, is it? However, the oil is really 
feeling at home there and doesn’t necessar-
ily need to get out. But once we start drill-
ing wells in the rock, part of the oil comes 
flowing out due to the pressure difference 
between the in- and the outside. To press 
out more oil out of the rock, we turn on the 
water tap and inject the water in the rock, 
to increase pressure again. This will help us 
for a while, but at some time we will only be 
producing water from our well, although we 
only produced 30% of the total oil amount 
yet. We can do better!

So, to increase the oil production from 30% 
to let’s say 60% we need to understand 
what is going on in our bathtub. First of all, 
it should be clear that most of the rock pores 
are connected and hence form a network of 
channels, via which fluids can flow. A fluid 
will in general prefer to flow through the 
broader channels, i.e. where the permeability 
of the rock is high. 

If people ask me what I work with, I usually answer I work on the simulation of foam enhanced oil recovery. The puzzled look I get as a 
response is the fate of every PhD student nowadays. Because explaining what you’re working with, without having your conversation 
partner running away halfway, is one of the hardest parts of a PhD according to me. Once you start explaining it in the wrong way, not 
even the sweetest of smiles can save you. Therefore, when I was asked to write about my PhD-topic for Natural Recourses I thought this 
was an impossible task at first. I mean, 4 pages of in-depth research on foam, foam and more foam, who would read that? Well, I wouldn’t 
be a researcher if I didn’t try to prove the opposite. So therefore I encourage you hereby to soak yourself in a nice warm foam bath and 
while you are lying there anyway, take up this article and learn something new about one of the most advanced techniques in oil recovery. 
You won’t regret it.

By Jakolien van der MeerAt home with foam

 ▲ Figure 1: Bathtub (source: gettyimages)

 ▲ Figure 2: Gas mobility control (source: CEOR Alliance. Gas Mobility Control, 2012).
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We don’t need to go into too much detail 
here, so we can skip the part where we de-
scribe the formation and destruction of la-
mellae, or take into account the strength 
(bubble density) of the foam. Instead we opt 
for a local equilibrium model, which assumes 
the bubble density of the foam is the same 
everywhere. Local equilibrium methods are 
based on conservation laws, conserving the 
phases present (usually gas, water and oil), 
while it is assumed that the surfactant is dis-
solved in either the gas or the water phase:

       (1)

where fg is the gas fractional flow function, qg 
the gas flow rate, Δρ the density difference 
between water and gas, and u = uw+ ug is the 
total Darcy velocity that follows from Darcy’s 
law for the fluid phase velocity,

       (2)

with the total mobility λ = λ(S) given by the 
sum of the phase mobilities 

    (3)

The fractional flow function is defined as the 
fraction of the phase mobility and the total 
mobility. Since the fluids are considered in-
compressible it follows that 

      (4)

where q is the total flow rate of water and 
gas.

As soon as the gas comes in contact with a 
sufficient amount of water and surfactant a 
foam is generated and the foam will cause a 
rapid decrease of the gas mobility:

       (5)

where k0
rg is the relative gas permeability of 

the gas in its original state, R is a constant 
that accounts for the maximum flow resis-
tance of the foam, and Fw and Fs are functions 
that describe the sensitivity of the foam to 
water saturation and surfactant concentra-
tion respectively. We assume that the surfac-
tant concentration is the same everywhere 
so that Fs = 1. For Fw we use the STARS foam 
model,

There are also disadvantages to take into 
account. While for our bathtub, half a bottle 
of Dreft will do to create the foam, for a real 
reservoir of 1 km³ this would amount to 2.5 
billion bottles of Dreft. Not exactly a trivial 
sum of money, even when they have Ham-
sterweken at Albert Heijn (Figure 4). So to 
make this work, we need to be quite sure it 
will lead to a profit. Since the oil price has 
taken a leap upwards, foam enhanced oil re-
covery becomes more and more profitable. 
With that also the interest in foam research 
has increased.

Another disadvantage of foam usage that is 
often neglected are the negative effects on 
the environment. If the surfactants leak into 
the ground water they can do a lot of dam-
age. Unfortunately there hasn’t been much 
research on this topic.

Foam model
Now you have some feeling about the us-
age of foam in oil recovery, let’s move on to a 
next level. The level where we are done with 
most of the talking, and move into the world 
of equations.

It happens far to often that people start 
modeling some process, without a clear idea 
of the purpose of the model. Do you want to 
prove something, predict a certain pattern, 
or get more insight in the process? The first 
thing is in general a bad idea, since a model is 
just a rough description of reality, so we stick 
to the last two purposes. Then we have the 
choice if we are interested in a global pattern 
or a local one. For the first case a simple mod-
el that describes the main physics, is usually 
sufficient.

I figure that in the 60’s some petroleum engi-
neer was breaking his head over exactly the 
same thing. I figure he was lying in his bath-
tub after a long hard day, just like you now. 
Looking at the foam bubbles around him, 
he was struck by a sudden thought: If foam 
works in my bathtub, mixing the oils from my 
body smoothly with the water, why wouldn’t 
that work down in the oil reservoir? The next 
day, he would set himself to work, and after 
some time a new oil recovery method was 
born: foam enhanced oil recovery (foam 
EOR).

Pros and Cons
Foam enhanced oil recovery has many ad-
vantages over common oil recovery meth-
ods, like water or gas flooding. The idea is 
very simple, a foam bubble consist of at least 
three phases: water, gas, and surfactants. 
The water and surfactants together form 
the lamella, a thin water film that separates 
the gas bubbles from each other. In a porous 
medium the foam bubbles are usually of the 
same size as the pores, which is why the la-
mellae are stuck between the rock faces, as 
shown in Figure 3. The gas is trapped be-
tween the lamellae, which are moving only 
slowly through the channels by continuous 
destruction and formation of the lamellae, 
thus reducing the gas mobility significantly 
(Rossen, 2013). Since the water mobility is 
barely influenced by the foam, the mobil-
ity ratio between gas and water is reduced. 
Hence the gas and the water which are part 
of the foam, are far less liable to channel-
ing behavior, viscous fingering or gravity 
override. This will increase the time that the 
injected gas needs to reach the production 
well (breakthrough time). The foam process 
is depicted in Figure 2B.

By Jakolien van der Meer

▲ Figure 3: Picture of foam in a porous medium 
     (source: PetroWiki).

▲ Figure 4: Dreft bottles: Two for the price of 
one! (source: Albert Heijn)
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In Figure 7 a one dimensional saturation 
profile with a shock is shown for the model 
with and without foam. In order to capture 
the shock front of the gas/foam accurately, 
we made use of a higher order finite volume 
scheme in space, and the semi-implicit trap-
ezoidal method in time. The shock saturation 
for the foam model is smaller and almost 
equal to the critical water saturation in this 
case.  The expanding rarefaction wave be-
hind the front (curved line) is therefore less 
pronounced, which explains why the foam 
front is sharper than the gas front. This sharp-
er foam front is even more visible in 2D solu-
tions of the model, as seen in the comparison 
betweewn the two models in Figure 8.

 The CFL condition says that we need to adapt 
the time step to the wave speed, in order to 
capture all important information. For foam 
the waves that are created by the transition 
of gas to foam travel very fast, as depicted 
in Figure 6B by the sharp peak around the 
critical water saturation. The size of this peak 
will increase rapidly when the parameter κ is 
increased, and hence the maximum stable 
time step will decrease very fast. 

This means that the foam simulations will 
take a long time, unless we switch to a im-
plicit time integration scheme. Stability 
comes at a price here!

          (6)

where Sw
* is the least amount of water that is 

needed to form a foam.

Numerical problems
These equations do not look too difficult, you 
think. However, the problem lies in the sharp 
reduction of the relative permeability when 
the gas is formed into a foam. In the limiting 
case of the parameter κ going to infinity in 
Equation 6, the gas relative permeability is 
discontinuous (see Figure 5A). Numerical 
methods don’t like discontinuities at all, since 
they are often based on the assumption that 
a function is continuously differentiable.

One way to work around this problem is to 
reduce the steepness of the function by 
decreasing the value of  the parameter κ as 
shown in Figure 5B. We have to realize here, 
that the model may not be realistic anymore, 
since experiments show that the transition 
of gas into foam is almost instantaneous. So, 
as often in numerical modeling, we need to 
make a trade-off between accuracy and 
stability.

The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition 
states that if we use a forward Euler discreti-
zation scheme for the time integration of 
Equation 1, this will lead to a stable solution 
if the time step Δt satisfies

          (7)

where h is the spatial step size of the grid and 
λmax is the maximum value of the flux deriva-
tive, drawn in Figure 6B.

The flux function describes the rate of flow of 
a fluid, and its derivative describes the rate of 
the waves that move through the fluid, also 
called wave speed. If the wave speed is high 
this means that a change at one location in 
the fluid influences a larger area than if the 
wave speed is small.

▲ Figure 5: Relative permeability for gas and foam for different values of κ

▲ Figure 6: Flux function and flux function derivative for gas and foam
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The frequency of the oscillations seems to 
correspond with the time step, and the am-
plitude with the spatial step of the simula-
tions. This implies that the oscillations are 
not a physical effect of the foam, but are 
purely numerical. Further investigation con-
firms this assumption.

Current research
The time oscillations in the pressure solution 
are a major problem, since it is no longer pos-
sible to optimize the model if the solutions 
are distorted by numerical instabilities. My 
current research therefore focuses on apply-
ing different numerical discretization meth-
ods to solve this problem. There already exist 
many methods to get rid of oscillations in 
space that are due to numerical instability. 
However, the time oscillations we observe 
for this model are not investigated before, as 
far as we know.

By applying a different discretization meth-
od, that takes into account the strong non-
linearity in the relative permeability function, 
we were able to reduce the amplitude of the 
oscillations to some amount as shown in Fig-
ure 10. Further research has to lead to a total 
reduction of the oscillations. We will then be 
able to optimize the amount of surfactants 
needed to get a good profit out of the res-
ervoir.

but in time (right figure) strong oscillatory 
behavior is visible. Taking a closer look it 
turns out that the oscillations get larger for 
larger values of κ, i.e. if the flux function is 
steeper the amplitude of the oscillations will 
increase. 

For optimization purposes we are also inter-
ested in the pressure solutions of the foam 
model.  In Figure 9 they are shown for differ-
ent values of the parameter κ. Here we notice 
that something strange is going on: in the 
left figure the pressure curves are relatively 
smooth in space,  

▲ Figure 7: Saturation profiles in 1D for gas and foam in space and time.

▲ Figure 8: 2D solutions of the model with and without foam.

▲ Figure 9: Pressure profiles in 1D for different values of κ in space and time
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At this moment you may notice your feet and hand are getting 
a little wrinkled because of the hot water. I could write another 
article about this eff ect on the skin, which is in fact also a porous 
medium. However, I will leave that for another time.

Are you a bachelor or master student interested in doing a thesis on 
foam? We have a monthly foam meeting where the most current re-
search on foam is presented by students and researchers, that you 
can attend. Take up contact with me or professor Rossen.

DAP SYMPOSIUM 
Cogeneration of Geothermal Energy

Feasibility of Cogeneration of Electricity and Heat in Areas with a 
Low Geothermal Gradient

WHEN
February 25th 2015

WHERE
Auditorium TU Delft

PRICE
Employees TU Delft €20 

Students TU Delft €10

Others €100
TICKETS 

www.delftaardwarmteproject.nl
MORE INFO 

DAP2015@tudelft.nl

▲ Figure 10: Pressure profi les in 1D for diff erent discretization methods (harmonic average, mean average, integral average, inverse integral average).
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Board Highlighted: Secretary

board.She loves sweet food and of course as 
a girl she is very elegant.
I would compare Dirk to Nasi Kuning. Literal-
ly translated this means yellow rice. In Indo-
nesia they serve yellow rice at feasts instead 
of the normal white rice. Rice is the dish that 
neutralises and combines the different dis-
hes in a rice table. We see both of these two 
characteristics in Dirk. Dirk is a person who 
gets along with almost every personality and 
is often the bonding person in a group of dif-
ferent people. Besides that he loves to drink 
and party, for this last reason he is our war-
den of “Het Noorden”. 

Describe your ideal vacation in 123 
words.
My ideal holiday would start somewhere 
in New Zealand or Australia. Backpacking 
there for at least a year and then move on 
to Indonesia. Here I will visit my family and 
some of the beautiful islands. The top islands 
that I want to visit are Sulawesi, Kalimantan 
and Flores. After Indonesia I will travel on to 
Vietnam where I will buy a bike. After crui-
sing through Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos I 
will drive in the direction of China, crossing 
through Thailand and Myanmar. From China 
I will continue my journey through Kyrgyz-
stan, Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan back into 
Europe. I know it is a huge trip which will 
take a lot of time, hopefully this study can 
help me to get the funds needed.

in the direction of Applied Earth Sciences, 
namely Geosciences and Remote Sensing, 
and the second one in the direction of Ap-
plied Physics. After these degrees I hope to 
find a place to do a PhD because I would like 
to end up in research.  

What is your favorite sport and which 
sport did you practice?
If you would look at me right now, you might 
not expect me to be very sporty, but before 
I came to Delft I used to do a lot of different 
sports. I started with swimming, field hockey 
and water polo. After a while it was only field 
hockey and water sports for me. I have al-
ways loved the water and after some compe-
titive swimming I started scuba diving at the 
age of 11. Together with field hockey, scuba 
diving was my greatest hobby and sport. 
Nowadays I quit field hockey, because I don’t 
have the time to play at the level that I want 
to play. I continued with scuba diving and 
two years ago I got my dive master license. 
After my year on the board I am planning to 
pick up field hockey again and maybe start 
with some self-defence courses such as jiu-
jitsu. I hope it won’t take too long to get back 
in shape again.

If you would compare your fellow board 
members with an Indonesian dish, what 
would they be? 
Since I love food this question will be no pro-
blem for me. I will start with Marnix. Marnix 
reminds me of babi ketjap. Babi ketjap is 
pork marinated in ketjap. It’s not spicy, but 
it has a very distinct and characteristic taste. 
It’s always prominently present in every rice 
table. Marnix is not per se a very vibrant per-
son, but he has a very distinct character. He 
presents himself very well and he always has 
his opinion ready.
 I would compare Johannes with Sambal. 
Most people who eat sambal for the first 
time can’t stand it. Once they get used to 
it, it becomes one of their favourite flavour 
and their best friend. The same goes for Jo-
hannes. At first sight he seems a bit odd and 
weird, but once you get to know him he be-
comes one of your best friends.
Talitha reminds me of spekkoek. Spekkoek 
is a traditional Indonesian cake. The small 
layers on top of each other make it very ele-
gant. It is sweet by flavour and good is a very 
tasteful desert. Talitha is our only girl in the 

Name:  Frans Liqui Lung      
Age:  21  
Year:  3rd  year AES student 
Board Function:  Secretary

Which activities did you enjoy the most?
During  the last semester I really liked our 
PhD/Master Ice skating event. With more 
than 50 PhD and master students we had 
dinner in “Het Noorden”. Afterwards we went 
for some ice skating in de Uithof in The Ha-
gue. For some of the students it was their first 
time being on ice. This, of course, caused a lot 
of laughter.

Which activities are you looking forward 
to?
I am really looking forward to the second 
years excursion. Together with Johannes 
and Talitha we put together a new program 
with very interesting companies. We tried 
to represent every master track in our  pro-
gram. The new master track Geosciences and 
Remote Sensing was a problem in the past, 
but this year we will be visiting the European 
Space Agency (ESA), who will tell us more 
about earth observation. I am also very inte-
rested in what they have to tell us.

What are you going to do after your 
bachelor?
Last year I’ve started the bridging program to 
Applied Physics. All of a sudden I got asked 
to join the 123rd board of the “Mijnbouw-
kundige Vereeniging”. After some thought I 
decided to take on the challenge. Therefore 
my study plans were put on hold for a while. 
Next year I will continue the Applied Physics 
bridging program, I will use my 6 month 
minor program to do so. Besides I have to 
complete the third year of the Applied Ea-
rth Sciences bachelor’s degree. Once I am 
finished with my bachelors and the bridging 
program, I would like to start two Master 
programs. Obviously I would like to do one 
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In the evening we watched the disappoint-
ing match between The Netherlands and Ar-
gentina. Nevertheless we left Norberg with 2 
buses of excited mining students the follow-
ing day, heading towards Boliden’s Garpen-
berg mine. After a complete renovation, that 
was finished only a few months before our 
visit, we could not believe how clean and 
high-tech the mine and processing plant 
were. I think that for a lot of students the 
highlight of this visit was the underground 
crusher, where we stood for several minutes, 
mesmerized, watching how the rocks were 
being crushed. 
That night we stayed in Gävle, where we 
had an unforgettable night in a karaoke-
bar (I think we performed the best ABBA 
act they had ever seen). The next morning, 
we started our second journey towards the 
Arctic Circle, travelling to Kiruna via Umeå 
and Luleå. Against all our expectations, the 
weather in Luleå was better than the regular 
summer weather in the Netherlands, so we 
enjoyed a nice barbecue on the local beach. 
Unfortunately, it appeared that during one 
of the days before we had some bad meat in 

The next morning we woke up early in the 
morning, to drive to the Zinkgruvan mine. 
Zinkgruvan produces zinc-, lead/silver- and 
copper ore. We visited the underground 
production area and the processing plant. 
After the visit we drove to Norberg, the area 
that was subjected to large forest fires later 
that summer, where we had an idyllic Swed-
ish house for ourselves. We prepared a nice 
barbecue (for the alert reader, this had noth-
ing to do with the forest fires), explored the 
area and tried the typical Swedish delicacy 
“Sürströmming”, which some of the students 
liked more than the others. 

Metso Minerals was the company we visited 
on Wednesday. Here we got to see where 
and how the processing equipment we saw 
at Zinkgruvan was made. As a gift, Metso pro-
vided us with informative books on mineral 
processing! They also took us to the historical 
Sala silvermine, where we enjoyed a wonder-
ful lunch and an interesting tour through the 
mine. We even sang the “Glück Auf” in a large 
cavern within the old mine, which impressed 
all of us. 

Unfortunately, we could not afford to fly to 
Sweden and decided it would become an 
epic Delft miner’s road trip through Swe-
den. All participants were in possession of 
a driver’s license and our rental buses were 
pimped with some custom-made SME-TMS 
stickers, which matched the beautiful blue 
sweaters we made exclusively for this trip.

On Saturday July  5th the time was right to 
be heading towards Denmark for the first 
part of our journey.  Our fun did not last very 
long: on the highway near Ibbenbüren we 
discovered that something was wrong with 
one the tires of our bus, causing the bus to 
shake even heavier than a good old shaker 
table! A few hours of waiting, repair and 
early lunch later, we continued our journey. 
After only one hour of driving, the other bus 
had to stop due to a problem with the radio. 
Luckily, this problem was only a minor chal-
lenge for us mining engineers, so soon after 
that we were on the road again.

We spent the first night in a hostel in Copen-
hagen. That evening, “Oranje” was playing 
against Costa Rica in the World Cup, so al-
most everyone dressed up in orange cloth-
ing and together we went to a bar to watch 
the game. We drank some victory beers, but 
sadly enough our alarm clock  woke us up 
very early on Sunday for our second day of 
driving. 

On Monday, our first company visit was 
scheduled: Atlas Copco Rock Drills A.B. in 
Örebro. They gave us a general presentation, 
a presentation about working at Atlas Copco 
and a technical presentation about their ef-
forts to automate their LHD’s. After lunch we 
got a tour through the factory, where the 
new equipment was stored. That awoke our 
inner child and led to a small photo session. 
In the evening, two employees of Atlas Cop-
co treated us to a lovely dinner in the centre 
of Örebro. After dinner a few of us explored 
the local nightlife with way too expensive 
beers.

In 2002, 2006 and 2010 the SME-TMS Student Chapter visited the beautiful country of Sweden during the yearly study trip. To continue 
the “4-year cycle”, there was no doubt that the 2014 excursion would head to the far North again.

By Marlotte KoxSME-TMS Excursion Sweden 2014

▲ Figure 1: The SME group of 2014.
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plant, Boliden took us to the nearby Svansele 
park. There we enjoyed moose and reindeer 
meat, experienced the wild-life of Sweden 
and relaxed in a sauna and hot tubs. Now 
everyone was ready for our big trip back to 
Delft (well, except for that one person that 
had not taken enough Imodium yet and had 
to be left behind in the Skellefteå hospital…)! 

Luckily we did not have any problems with 
the buses during the journey towards Delft. 
We did have some problems with our hostel 
in Gävle and ended up spending the night 
in idyllic wood cabins somewhere in the for-
est. The next day we drove to Copenhagen 
again and this time we visited the famous 
mermaid. Travelling for two weeks in a group 
that consisted mainly of Delft men, it was 
only logical that the Danish mermaid en-
joyed a very romantic evening… 

After another long day of driving we finally 
arrived in Delft on Sunday. We divided the 
left-over food and said goodbye, the excur-
sion had come to an end. I think I speak for 
all the participants when I say that the 2014 
SME-TMS excursion was a great success! We 
have learned a lot, and of course we had 
great fun. I would like to thank our sponsors 
and the companies we have visited for their 
support and hospitality, without them this 
excursion could not have taken place.

Glück Auf!

N.B.: If you are interested in reading the 
complete report, please visit www.sme-tms.
tudelft.nl! 

about 4 years old and able to process more 
than 36 million tonnes of ore each year! 

On Wednesday, we visited a mine that was 
never visited during the previous excur-
sions: the Björkdalsgruvan gold mine. After 
seeing only large-scale mines the past few 
days, it was a welcome change that this mine 
was slightly smaller. Due to the holidays, we 
were not able to visit the underground part, 
but we did have a tour in the open pit part. 
Gold fever got the better of us when we saw 
shiny yellowish grains, but unfortunately it 
was only Fool’s Gold we found. We also were 
given a tour around the processing plant, 
where we saw the actual gold flakes lying on 
the shaker table! 

After two weeks of excursion it was inevitable 
that our last company visit was approaching 
and on Thursday that time had come. In the 
morning we visited the Rönnskär smelter, 
where all concentrates from the Boliden area 
are being processed. Besides processing con-
centrates, Rönnskär is also the world leader 
in e-scrap recycling. 

We had lunch at our hostel in Skellefteå, and 
after that we drove to the Boliden office. We 
were given presentations about Boliden in 
general and about the Boliden mill, which 
we visited after the presentations. Boliden 
recently developed a method for concen-
trating tellurium ores. Unfortunately this 
was so top-secret that we weren’t allowed to 
visit that part of the mill. After the tour in the 

our lunchbox, because gradually half of the 
group got sick. With a stockpile of Imodium, 
we continued driving towards Kiruna, in or-
der to arrive on time for our next company 
visit. 

After installing ourselves in the Kiruna hostel 
and booking the sauna for the rest of the eve-
ning, we drove to the LKAB office for a tech-
nical presentation on seismic monitoring of 
the mine. After the presentation, LKAB took 
us to the mountain where the mine started 
a long time ago. Our dinner consisted of piz-
zas with reindeer meat, and in the late eve-
ning sun we enjoyed the spectacular view 
(suffering many mosquito bites). The next 
day, LKAB organized a tour for us. As many 
of you will already know, the Kiruna mine is 
the largest underground iron ore mine in the 
world. Although our tour did not extend to 
large depths, we still got a good impression 
of the daily business in the mine. Besides the 
Kiruna mine, we also visited the Svappavaara 
area, were we saw an old open-pit mine that 
was being re-opened.  

The next day we were welcomed at Boliden’s 
Aitik mine, one of the largest open pit mines 
in Europe. After a presentation, we installed 
the well-known “fietsvlaggetjes” (Dutch bi-
cycle flags) on our buses and we drove right 
into the mine, passing large dump trucks 
with tires even larger than our own vehicles. 
After this extraordinary experience, we had 
lunch and visited the plant. This was not as 
new as the Garpenberg plant, but still only 

▲ Figure 2:  The SME group in front of a truck at the Boliden’s Aitik mine.
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By Niels Noordijk 

what kind of well logs we were dealing with. 
We also started reading up on the regional 
geology of the region. In the second week of 
competition, Shell hosted a training day for 
all Dutch IBA teams. During this day we had 
a quick course in play-based exploration and 
had a chance to meet our competitors from 
Utrecht and Amsterdam. We noticed that our 
geological drawing skills were lacking, but 
our understanding of hydrocarbon systems 
and the software we were using was much 
better. A good starting position!

The next few weeks were filled with seismic 
horizon interpretation, fault interpretation, 
wrestling with Petrel to get the well-to-seis-
mic tie correct, reading geological papers 
and actually trying to figure out what our 
most promising plays are. At the end of each 
week we put a small presentation together 
for our advisors, which forced us to think 
about what we had done and what needed 
to be done. The sessions with the advisors 
were very helpful and usually resulted in a 
lot of fresh ideas for the coming week. 

After a few weeks we had processed the 
dataset and understood the petroleum sys-
tem we were dealing with. Our most prom-
ising play was in Jurassic fluvial sandstones 
trapped by a subtle anticlinal structure (fig-
ure 2). We also considered unconventional 
reservoir options, as this is valued highly by 
the jury. Coalbed methane, tight gas and 
shale gas were all quite viable options in 
our concession. We decided to go for shale 
gas, as this had the highest potential vol-
umes and had been produced successfully in 
neighbouring fields. As a fracturing liquid we 
proposed to use CO2 since productions test 
showed high levels of CO2 in the hydrocar-
bon mixture.  

In the IBA competition everything comes 
down to a single 25 minute presentation and 
Q&A session, so all the work we had done in 
8 weeks had to be boiled down into a single 
presentation. Therefore we had given our-
selves a strict deadline of when to stop work-
ing on the raw data and start focusing on the  

Merrimelia Block in the Cooper Basin. A quick 
google search revealed that this basin is lo-
cated in South Australia and that the Cooper 
Basin is one of the more prolific onshore pe-
troleum region in Australia. 

Geologically speaking the Cooper Basin is 
an intracratonic basin filled with mostly ter-
restrial deposits of Carboniferous to the Cre-
taceous age. Compressional folding created 
a series of large ridges and troughs, forming 
structural traps. Major volumes of oil and gas 
are sourced by thick coal layers and some la-
custrine deposits. 

The actual Merrimelia Block is produced, but 
for the sake of competition an incomplete 
dataset is provided, as if it was a new conces-
sion. Within the concession we were not al-
lowed to obtain any additional data (such as 
other extra wells and extra seismic data) and 
using extra data would lead to disqualifica-
tion. The dataset consisted of a concession 
with three seismic cubes and three explora-
tion wells. Conveniently enough all three 
wells were in the same seismic cube (figure 
2).

The first days of the project we were busy 
loading the dataset in Petrel and figuring out 

The IBA competition is a global event, di-
vided in different regions and the winners of 
each region get to compete in the global fi-
nal during the annual AAPG conference. The 
TU Delft participates in the Europe region, a 
tough one, as all major universities from the 
UK, France are in this region. More exotic uni-
versities also join the European region. One 
of them is the Novosibirsk University from 
Russia, located 4.500 km from Prague where 
the regional finals are held. 

Throughout the project we could rely on 
help and advice from industry experts. Our 
main supervisor was Guido Hoetz, chief geo-
scientist at EBN, who also came along with us 
to Prague. Gerhard Diephuis and Stefan Car-
pentier where our seismic consultants and 
Edward van Riessen advised us on presenta-
tion techniques and inspired us with his rich 
experience. 

After the Christmas break it was time to start. 
Our entire team consisted of 2nd year MSc 
students, so we did not have (many) exams 
and were working on our respective thesis. 
Having told our thesis supervisors that work 
on thesis projects would be very slow in the 
coming months we were ready! In the first 
week of January we received our dataset, the 

Since 2011 a TU Delft team of Petroleum Engineering & Geosciences students has participated in the yearly Imperial Barrel Award (IBA) 
organised by the AAPG. In January 2014 I started this challenging competition together with 4 team members (figure 1). The IBA is a 
prospective basin evaluation competition, where the teams are given a dataset from a real life petroleum field. This dataset has to be 
analysed in 8 weeks, after which an exploration plan is presented to a jury of industry experts.

Imperial Barrel Award 2014

  ▲ Figure 1: The team members during the closing ceremony f.l.t.r. (supervisor Guido Hoetz (EBN), 
Lars Nonnekes (PE), Lisanne Bouman (RG), Niels Noordijk, (RG), Joris Roebroeks (PE), Gilles Louwerens 
(PE) and the AAPG Europe President, Keith Gerdes).
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supply, the waiters made sure everyone had 
at least 4 (!) different types of drinks in front 
of them. Refills were also not a problem. 
All of this of course resulted in an obligatory 
trip to Pragues famous five-story disco on 
the banks of the Vltava. Here we celebrated 
the end of the IBA with the other participants 
until late at night. The other participants 
had to leave the hotel in the early hours of 
the morning to catch their planes, but we 
had planned ahead. We had extended our 
stay by another night, allowing us to sleep 
in spend the rest of the weekend in Prague. 
This turned out to be a great idea, as that 
weekend was the first nice spring weekend 
of the year. Together with Guido we spend a 
lazy afternoon in the sun and strolled along 
the bridges and streets of Prague. Dinner 
was served in the oldest brewery of Prague, 
where the beer was served before you got a 
chance to sit down. This marked the end of a 
very interesting competition. 

Back in the Netherlands we invited our advi-
sors for a small reunion dinner. We told them 
of our adventures in Prague and decided 
that competition was a great experience and 
addition to our studies. Should you get the 
chance to take part in the Imperial Barrel 
Award, do take it!

detail. Since there were 25 universities com-
peting, the highest number of any region, 
there was a final round where the top five 
teams had to present again.  We had a good 
feeling about reaching the top five, and re-
ceived a lot of compliments on our presen-
tation from different teams. Unfortunately, it 
turned out that we did not make the top five, 
and since the ranking was not announced 
we assume we came in sixth… 

After that there was nothing more to it then 
watch the top five. We still had the feeling 
that our presentation was on par with the 
ones from these teams, but that’s the joy of 
a jury-competition. The winning university 
(IFP) also had the Australian dataset, and af-
ter some time we realized that they had done 
a better job of presenting the material. We 
still felt like our interpretation of the data was 
much better. 

Fortunately there was no time to be sad, as 
the evening program was about to start. 
After the closing ceremony (where we all 
received a medal, since we were all winners 
for participating) we were shepherded into a 
couple of busses and driven to a fancy din-
ner party. This party took place in a Czech 
restaurant, complete with live traditional folk 
music and clothing. Alcohol was not in short 

presentation. Three weeks before the pre-
sentation we stopped processing the dataset 
and started on building our presentation. 
In two weeks we iterated our basic presen-
tation many, many times. We decided on a 
basic structure and started to flesh it out, re-
sulting a presentation that was far too long. 
In discussions with the advisors we decided 
what could stay and what should go and af-
ter two weeks we had proper presentation 
that we had not yet shown to anyone. So, 
the final week consisted of presenting to our 
fellow master students, professors and advi-
sors, fine tuning the presentation with the 
comments we received. 

And so it was that after just 8 weeks we trav-
elled to Prague with a solid, award worthy 
(according to us) presentation, ready for any 
question the jury could think of. Our super-
visor Guido Hoetz, joined us for moral sup-
port, although he was not allowed to watch 
our presentation. We were scheduled on the 
morning of the second day of competition, 
together with the universities that had won 
in previous editions. We decided to take this 
as a promising sign and gave the best ‘perfor-
mance’ of our presentation yet. The questions 
asked by the jury were tough, but we man-
aged to quite well, ending on a positive note 
by explaining our unconventional strategy in 

  ▲ Figure 2: On the left the initial dataset containing three wells and three seimic surveys and on the 
right our final exploration plan. The dome structure is appraised by well 1, exploration wells 2 and 3 
target the other domes. After that a 2D seismic line is shot and well 4 and 5 are drilled to explore the 
shale gas opportunities.
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Weber Puzzle 
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The Clastic Sedimentology Puzzle

It is high time for a geology oriented puzzle. Here you see drawings of eight outcrops of sandy deposits which differ in their 
environments of deposition. They display characteristic features which allow the classification of their origins. The height of each 
package of layers has been indicated. The sand is coloured yellow, the clay and clay drapes are brown while peat is black. To make it easy 
for you, the environments are listed below. Your task is to relate the numbers with the letters underneath each picture. 

1.  Tidal Channel Fill
2.  Braided River Deposit
3.  Shallow Marine Bar
4.  Point Bar of a Meandering River
5.  Barier Bar Sequence
6.  Turbiditic Package
7.  Aeolian Sandstone
8.  Distributary Channel Fill 

Solution Puzzle ‘‘The 3D Jigsaw with a Twist’’  

To solve this puzzle you first have to unfold the sides of the cube and to fill in the colours of the sides not shown. Because of the known orienta-
tion of the yellow squares and the equal number of squares of each colour, there is only a single solution. 

Fitting in the pieces is not all that difficult and there are several solutions if you use the right pieces!  
However the numbers 6 and 8 cannot be incorporated with the other 18 pieces. 

Weber Puzzle 
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Graduation Subjects

Name   Date   Subject
Paul de Groot  16 October 2014  The Parallel Seismic detection of defects in pile foundations (GE)

Chaitanya Padalkar  29 October 2014  Performance and Simulation of the Under-Optimum series of core flood experiments   
      under the Alkaline-Surfactant-Polymer (ASP) flooding of Crude Oil (PE)

Shailesh Kisoensingh 30 October  2014  Petrophysical quantification of Utah reservoir sandstones and cap-rocks naturally   
      exposed to CO2 fluid fluxes by use of high-resolution Micro CT (PE)

Joris Roebroeks  31 October  2014  Nanoparticle-enhanced Foam in Carbonate and Sandstone Reservoirs (PE)

Joëlla Lie-A-Fat  13 November 2014  Microstructural, Petrophysical and Anisotropy Analysis of a Posidonia Shale Analogue   
      (PE)

Thomas Ravestein  13 November 2014  Fraccability determination of a Posidonia Shale Formation analogue through geome  
      chanical experiments and micro-CT fracture propagation analysis (PE)

Alex Kempke  14 November 2014  Characterization of Lagunas Norte Au ores with Laser Induced Breakdown Spectros  
      copy (LIBS) (RE) 

Nick Ligtenbarg  19 November 2014  Small Scale Laboratory Experiments with Environmentally Friendly Friction Reducers   
      with Application in Slickwater Fracturing Treatments (PE)

Lars Nonnekes  20 November 2014  Disentangling Sea Level, and Sediment Supply Signals From The Panther Tongue De  
      posit (RG)

Richard Hontelez  28 November 2014  Determining the optimal mining solution for the Reforma deposit, considering the   
      transition from open pit to underground mining (RE)

Francois-Xavier Capelle 8 December 2014  Fluid flow visualization through porous media (PE)

Ciaran Latooy  12 December 2014  Waterflood and Polymer Flood in Extra-Heavy Oil: Experimental Interpretation and   
      Numerical Modelling (PE).

Roman Hijman  18 December 2014  Identifying potential for the HIsarna iron making process: a simplified assessment of   
      European iron resources (RE)

Ernst van Dalen  18 December 2014  Conformance control for heterogeneous reservoirs with nano particles suspension (RE)

Hilaire Diarra  19 December 2014  Designing a treatment system for the underground effluent at Loulo Gold mine (Mali,   
      West Africa) (RE)

Marjolein Nell  7 January 2015  Oil foam interaction - Simulation of foam displacement with oil (PE)

Stefanos Danelis  7 January 2015  Temperature effect on foam core-flood experiments (PE)

Petroleum Engineering  (PE)

Reservoir Geology   (RG)

Applied Geophysics  (AG)

Geo-Engineering   (GE)

Resource  Engineering  (RE)
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Date     Event

Thursday 19 February   ING Company Presentation

Wednesday 25 February   DAP Symposium

Friday 6 March    Barbaraborrel and ceramonial ship launching Laga boat ‘Het Noorden’ 

9 till 15 March     123rd board on holiday

Saturday 21 and sunday 22 March  Culturrally

Friday 3 April    Barbaraborrel
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